Offer Versus Serve
in SFSP and CACFP At-Risk and
Adult Day Care

• Sponsors may elect to use the Offer Versus Serve Model
described in SP 41-2015av2 Offer Versus Serve Guidance
for the National School Lunch Program and School
Breakfast Program
• Specifically instructions on page 5, in the “Pre-Plated Meals”
section

• What does this mean for Sponsors?
• Sponsors that choose to use OVS for SFSP or
CACFP At-Risk Supper and Adult Day Care may:
• pre-plate/pre-bag/bundle components/items and
provide the participant the option to decline one or
more components/items.

• Written information was received by USDA and
will be forthcoming in an ODE memo
• This method of OVS only applies for the duration
of the COVID-19 waivers

Remember OVS Requirements for each program:
SFSP and CACFP Breakfast:
At minimum, must offer the following
4 food items in minimum serving sizes:
• One serving of fruit/vegetable
• One serving of grain
• One serving of fluid milk
• One additional serving of
fruit/vegetable, grain, or a serving
of meat/meat alternate

SFSP Lunch and Supper:
At minimum, must offer the following 5
components in minimum serving sizes:
• One serving of meat/meat alternate
• Two different servings of fruit and/or
vegetable (two different food items)
• One serving of grain
• One serving of fluid milk
CACFP Lunch and Supper:
• One serving of meat/meat alternate
• One fruit and one vegetable or two
different vegetables
• One serving of grain
• One serving of fluid milk

All food items must be different from one another
A participant must take at least 3 of the offered food items for the meal to be reimbursable

Two distinct pieces of guidance from
USDA (SFSP 10-2020):
If a site drops a meal component that may be difficult to include
under current meal service conditions, is the meal still
reimbursable under OVS?
• No. Under OVS, all required meal components must be offered.
OVS is not intended as a way to circumvent meal pattern
requirements or eliminate specific components. However, if a
site is unable to obtain a particular food component, FNS has
issued other nationwide flexibilities in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, which may be used until expiration, including the
flexibility that State agencies may choose to waive certain
nutrition requirements in cases where food shortages or supply
chain disruptions are documented. See COVID-19: Child Nutrition
Response #4, Nationwide Waiver to Allow Meal Pattern Flexibility
in the Child Nutrition Programs

OVS is designed for congregate meal situations. How should
OVS be adapted for non-congregate settings?
• OVS is, indeed, designed for congregate meal service. When
using OVS in a non-congregate setting, sponsors should
consider the unique service situations of each site, as well
as each site’s ability to follow appropriate safety measures.
All required meal components or food items must be
offered, and all participants must have the opportunity to
select a reimbursable meal. FNS encourages sponsors that
wish to use OVS to think creatively about how to implement
this flexibility while ensuring that all meal service
parameters are met.

ODE CNP’s Expectations
• OVS signage is required
• Every participant must have the ability to accept or
decline any of the required items/components to create
a fully reimbursable meal of 3 or more
items/components
• Sponsors must maintain all invoice/receipt
documentation of food purchases as these may be
requested during an administrative review
• CACFP Sponsors must notify their Child Nutrition
Specialist who will work with them to update a Meal
Distribution Plan

ODE CNP’s Expectations
• For SFSP only – If a sponsor would like to operate OVS
they must update CNPweb site information sheets to
reflect this. Sponsors must be approved prior to
implementation.

OVS Learning Resources
• SFSP OVS Resources – ODE SFSP Webpage
• SFSP Administration Guide
• SFSP Nutrition Guide
• CACFP OVS Resources – ODE CACFP Meal Pattern and
Menu Planning Webpage
• Offer Versus Serve Handout
• Offer Versus Serve Examples

Oregon Department of Education
Education Equity Stance

Education equity is the equitable implementation of policy,
practices, procedures, and legislation that translates into resource
allocation, education rigor, and opportunities for historically and
currently marginalized youth, students, and families including civil
rights protected classes. This means the restructuring and
dismantling of systems and institutions that create the dichotomy
of beneficiaries and the oppressed and marginalized.
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Oregon Department of Education
“Our Why”

Equity and Excellence for Every Learner
• The Oregon Department of Education works in partnership with school
districts, education service districts and community partners;
• Together, we serve over 580,000 K-12 students;
• We believe every student should have access to a high-quality, wellrounded learning experience;
• We work to achieve the Governor’s vision that every student in Oregon
graduates with a plan for their future.
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USDA Non-Discrimination Statement
In accordance with Federal civil rights law and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) civil rights
regulations and policies, the USDA, its Agencies, offices, and employees, and institutions participating in
or administering USDA programs are prohibited from discriminating based on race, color, national
origin, sex, disability, age, or reprisal or retaliation for prior civil rights activity in any program or activity
conducted or funded by USDA.
Persons with disabilities who require alternative means of communication for program information (e.g.
Braille, large print, audiotape, American Sign Language, etc.), should contact the Agency (State or local)
where they applied for benefits. Individuals who are deaf, hard of hearing or have speech disabilities
may contact USDA through the Federal Relay Service at (800) 877-8339. Additionally, program
information may be made available in languages other than English.
To file a program complaint of discrimination, complete the USDA Program Discrimination Complaint
Form, (AD-3027) found online at: How to File a Complaint, and at any USDA office, or write a letter
addressed to USDA and provide in the letter all of the information requested in the form. To request a
copy of the complaint form, call (866) 632-9992. Submit your completed form or letter to USDA by:
(1)
mail: U.S. Department of Agriculture
Office of the Assistant Secretary for Civil Rights
1400 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, D.C. 20250-9410;
(2)
fax: (202) 690-7442; or
(3)
email: program.intake@usda.gov.
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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